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We introduce a reaction–diffusion system capable of modeling ligand migration inside of proteins
as well as conformational fluctuations of proteins, and present a detailed analytical and numerical
analysis of this system in general dimension. The main observable, the probability of finding the
system in the starting state, exhibits dimension-dependent as well as dimension-independent
properties, allowing for sharp experimental tests of the effective dimension of the process in
question. We discuss the application of this theory to ligand migration in myoglobin and to the
description of gating fluctuations of ion channel proteins. © 1996 American Institute of Physics.
@S0021-9606~96!50805-4#

I. INTRODUCTION

Several biological proteins have their active site not on
their surface but, rather, buried deep inside the protein matrix. A central example are heme proteins where the ligand, a
small gas molecule such as O2 or CO, has to migrate through
the protein matrix in order to reach its binding site. The
motion of a ligand within a protein matrix is, therefore, a
process of fundamental biological importance. Both the
ligand binding and the ligand migration processes in myoglobin have been studied extensively,1–7 but a complete understanding of either is still lacking.
Early work1 already made it clear that the problems involved were complicated, and that both ligand migration and
binding kinetics are nontrivial. For example, both x-ray diffraction studies and molecular dynamics simulations8 revealed that ligand migration could not occur within a static
protein in an ‘‘average’’ conformation—fluctuations are essential to open voids large enough through which the ligand
can travel.3 Other complications include the ligand affecting
the medium through which it travels, anisotropy and inhomogeneity of the protein matrix, and solvent interactions
with the protein.
Because of the protein’s inhomogeneity, it is reasonable
to suppose that voids occur only in preferred locations. Since
the ligand cannot leave a site until a conformational fluctuation opens a nearby void, one could conclude that the internal ligand path is effectively one-dimensional. By onedimensional, we mean that the ligand always retraces its
previous path when it reverses its direction of motion. However, whether the actual ligand path in myoglobin is one- or
higher-dimensional has not yet been resolved. On the other
hand, the experimentally obtained time,1 temperature,1,4 and
pressure7 dependencies of ligand diffusion can be interpreted
and understood correctly only with this information. It is also
a!
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necessary for a deeper insight into protein-internal fluctuations and their effects. Understanding the ligand migration
process therefore requires, as a prerequisite, a determination
of the dimensionality of the ligand path.
Experimental studies of this process have employed a
variety of techniques. One of the oldest, and still most
widely used, of these is the technique of flash photolysis.1
Ligands bound to the heme site are separated by a pulse of
laser light. The number N(t) of unrecombined ligands at
time t.0 is then monitored. In some cases, rebinding occurs
almost immediately. In others, the ligand wanders through
the protein matrix for a while before recombining with the
heme group. In the usual glycerol–water solvent, the latter
process requires temperatures above roughly 170 K; below
that, the solvent’s ~and possibly the protein’s! glass transition
freezes out the necessary conformational fluctuations. We
note also that the ligand rebinding process per se appears to
be coupled to protein relaxation processes.9,10
When ligand migration does occur, it is typically seen to
exhibit a t 21/2 behavior for a range of temperature and time
scales, before crossing over to an exponential at longer
times.11 Because the probability of return to the starting point
in a 1d random walk falls off as t 21/2, the observed behavior
has been taken as an indication that ligand migration in myoglobin could be a one-dimensional diffusion process.12
In a previous paper,13,14 we showed that this conclusion
is incorrect for a number of reasons. First of all, the behavior
of the observable N(t) is different from the probability of
return to the origin; see also Sec. II of this paper. More
importantly, however, modeling ligand migration through the
protein matrix as diffusion in a d-dimensional shell and using boundary conditions appropriate for the actual biological
situation, we find that the falloff for N(t) is t 21/2 during
intermediate times independent of space dimension. We proposed a new, clear-cut experimental test, capable of distinguishing
higher-dimensional
from
one-dimensional
behavior—the presence ~or absence! of a plateau region be-
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tween the algebraic decay regime and the exponential decay
regime. This may already have been observed in the first
extensive published study of the problem,1 indicating that the
diffusion path is actually three dimensional.
We have already indicated that—ultimately—the migration of a ligand inside the protein matrix has to be viewed as
diffusion in a fluctuating environment. We note that work on
this aspect of the problem has already begun with our study
of diffusion on a fluctuating lattice.15 We show there ~see
also earlier work16 –21! that the effect of fluctuations is mainly
to renormalize the effective diffusion coefficient, and we provide a simple renormalization group procedure for computing it in one dimension. Because the effective diffusion coefficient depends both on the average probability of a
channel between neighboring sites being present, and on the
correlation time of the opening and closing fluctuations of a
channel, an understanding of this problem is essential for
interpreting temperature and pressure dependencies of the
diffusion process. It is not needed, however, for an understanding of the time dependence. Since we are concerned
here only with the time-dependence of diffusion, this fact
allows us to study the more standard diffusion problem below, and we will leave a study of temperature- and pressuredependence to a future paper.
In this paper we continue and extend our theoretical
study, providing new evidence for our conclusions and supplying details omitted in Ref. 13. The generic mathematical
model we introduced there for the description of ligand migration processes—free diffusion in a d-dimensional shell
with appropriate boundary conditions—will be analyzed in
detail. It is surprising that the general behavior of such a
relatively simple diffusion model has not, to our knowledge,
been analyzed before, apart from some special cases.22–24
The reaction–diffusion model we will discuss here is of
a much more general character than the initial motivation, to
describe ligand migration in proteins, suggests. It will be
demonstrated that it can also be viewed as a simple generic
microscopic model for the fluctuations of a protein between
different macroscopic states. Therefore, we will consider it
not only in one, two and three dimensions, necessary for
investigating the path dimensionality in ligand migration.
Rather, since the relevant state space of such complicated
systems like biopolymers is expected to have a high dimensionality, we will try to explore the features of our model
also in much higher dimensions. It will be seen that the features noticed in two and three dimensions will be much more
pronounced in higher dimensions.
The plan of the paper is as follows:
In Sec. II we introduce the reaction–diffusion model13
which serves as a basis for studying the time-dependence of
ligand diffusion in heme proteins.
In Sec. III we study the problem analytically. We solve it
exactly for special boundary conditions in one and three dimensions and use Laplace transform methods to examine the
eventual onset of dimension-dependent decay.
In Sec. IV we present detailed numerical studies, based
on eigenfunction expansions, for general dimensions. We
demonstrate the ubiquity of the t 21/2 law for boundary con-
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ditions corresponding to biological parameters, and find the
appearance of the plateau region in dimensions greater than
one. We complement these numerical studies with an analytical proof of the t 21/2 decay in any dimension for appropriate
boundary conditions. We also examine there the connection
between our observed plateau and Polya’s result of nonreturn
to the origin for random walks in dimensions greater than
two.25
In Sec. V we present a generalized moment analysis26 –28
which provides an alternative method for studying the plateau regime and the long-time aspects of decay. This analysis
reinforces our earlier conclusions, and provides additional
insights into the detailed behavior of the decay. It also supplies us with a simple means of determining under what
conditions the onset of the plateau can occur.
In Sec. VI we will discuss in more detail the applicability of our model and our results to the description of general
state space fluctuations of proteins. Of particular interest here
are opening fluctuations of ion channel proteins. It will be
seen that the principal observable in the ligand migration
case is closely related to the closing time distributions of
these proteins.
A discussion of our results, including their structural stability with respect to changes in boundary conditions and
lack of isotropy, and our final conclusions will appear in Sec.
VII.
II. THE MODEL

As indicated in the Introduction, we will describe the
migration of a ligand through protein matter in globular proteins as a free diffusion process in a d-dimensional shell. In
doing so, the protein matrix is assumed implicitly to be homogeneous and isotropic. Although this simplifying assumption might seem at first to be wholly inappropriate for proteins, many general conclusions that can be drawn from our
results are completely unaffected by it; see the final discussion in Sec. VII.
The physical situation of an active site inside a globular
protein is sketched in Fig. 1. Assuming spherical symmetry
for the protein, the active site, and its location inside the
protein, we can disregard any angular degrees of freedom.
The diffusion equation for the radial probability distribution
p(r,t) of the ligand is then

F

G

]
] 2 d21 ]
p ~ r,t ! 5D 2 1
p ~ r,t ! .
]t
]r
r ]r

~2.1!

Since the motion of a ligand through the dense protein matrix has to be facilitated by protein internal fluctuations, the
motion of the ligand is actually coupled to the opening and
closing of local channels and/or the creation of local free
volumes. As discussed in the Introduction, such processes
result mainly in a renormalization of the effective diffusion
coefficient D.15 Therefore, the diffusion coefficient D in Eq.
~2.1! has to be considered to be renormalized with respect to
these local channel/free volume fluctuations within the protein matrix. The value of D will depend on the interplay
between the time scale of measurement and the rate of physi-
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matrix makes an important contribution to the observed rebinding curve, and, therefore, we confine our attention to Eq.
~2.5!.
The outer boundary connects the protein matrix with the
surrounding solvent. In this contribution we will be concerned mainly with two different physical situations; ~i! the
low temperature regime where the solvent is frozen, i.e., no
ligand can escape into the solvent, and ~ii! the concentration
of ligands in the protein is kept constant, namely one per
protein, so that no net flux across the protein–solvent interface arises. Both situations are often realized experimentally,
and both are of great interest.1 Conveniently, both situations
give rise to the same mathematical description—a zero flux
or reflective boundary condition at some radius R 1 , which
corresponds to the outer radius of the protein,
j ~ R 1 ,t ! 50.
FIG. 1. Sketch of the ligand migration problem.

cally relevant fluctuations, and, therefore, on temperature,
pressure, and other environmental parameters experienced by
the protein.
One boundary condition for Eq. ~2.1! arises from the
ligand binding process which takes place at the active site
within the protein. Ligands are assumed to be absorbed with
a specified rate g upon arrival at the site, i.e.,
d
N ~ t ! 52 g p ~ R 0 ,t ! ,
dt

~2.2!

where R 0 is the size of the active site, which, in the case of
myoglobin, is of the order of the size of the heme cavity, i.e.,
several Å. In Eq. ~2.2!, N(t) is the number of ligands still in
the protein matrix,
N~ t !5

E

R1

R0

drr d21 p ~ r,t ! ,

~2.3!

and this is also the main observable that is monitored experimentally when investigating the rebinding process. Using the
radial probability current,

]
p ~ r,t ! ,
j ~ r,t ! 52D
]r

~2.4!

the absorption Eq. ~2.2! follows from the reactive boundary
condition
j ~ R 0 ,t ! 52 g p ~ R 0 ,t ! ,

~2.5!

for Eq. ~2.1!.
The reactive boundary condition ~2.5! can be extended
readily to more general situations, including nonexponential
rebinding arising from ~i! proteins frozen into conformational substates, giving rise to a distribution g~g! of rate coefficients g, or ~ii! the rebinding process being dynamically
coupled to other degrees of freedom, giving rise to a fluctuating rate coefficient g(t). These complications, however, are
unlikely to play a significant role at temperatures and time
scales in which diffusion of the ligand through the protein

~2.6a!

In the most general experimental situation, however, a
time-varying nonzero flux of ligands across the protein–
solvent interface could be possible. Depending on the actual
situation, the exchange of ligands between the protein and
the solvent could be described by a variety of equations. For
example, a reactive condition like Eq. ~2.5! on the outer
boundary would describe an effective leakage of ligands into
the solvent with some rate, which is possible, e.g., when the
ligand concentration in the solvent is kept practically at zero.
The mathematics of a model with a reactive outer boundary
condition is only slightly different from what we consider
here, albeit much more tedious. We will show that the general conclusions drawn from our results are largely insensitive to the form of the outer boundary condition by considering also two special cases, namely a reactive boundary
with the same reaction coefficient as in Eq. ~2.5!,
j ~ R 1 ,t ! 5 g p ~ R 1 ,t ! ,

~2.6b!

—note the sign change with respect to Eq. ~2.5! due the
different directions of the outflux at the inner and outer
boundary—and a fully absorptive boundary,
p ~ R 1 ,t ! 50.

~2.6c!

In this way we will be able to see the full spectrum of possible dynamical behavior resulting from different boundary
conditions, without introducing any additional parameters.
Equation ~2.6b! is—together with Eq. ~2.6a!—of particular
importance for the interpretation of the model in terms of
state space fluctuations of proteins; see Sec. VI below, while
Eq. ~2.6c! corresponds to a complete loss of the ligand into
the medium upon reaching the protein–solvent interface.
Finally, we use the initial condition
p ~ r,0! 5 d ~ r2R 0 ! /r d21 ,

~2.7!

which facilitates direct comparison of our model with flash
photolysis experiments. The ligand enters the diffusion volume at R 0 , i.e., at the inner shell, where it can either rebind
immediately with rate g to the active site, or diffuse into the
protein matrix and be rebound later.
We can eliminate the dimensional constants D and g
immediately by rescaling our space and time variables with
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the reactive time- and length scales tr 5D/g2 and l r 5D/ g .
The new dimensionless variables are then gotten from the
transformation t→t/ t r and r→r/l r . These dimensionless
variables will be used in the remainder of this paper. Our
rescaled diffusion equation is then

F

G

]
] 2 d21 ]
p ~ r,t ! 5 2 1
p ~ r,t ! ,
]t
]r
r ]r

~2.8!

with the inner boundary condition

]
p ~ r,t !
]r

U

5p ~ R 0 ,t ! ,

~2.9!

]
p ~ r,t !
]r

U
U

A. Exact solution in one dimension

After the limit R 1→` has been performed, the actual
value of the inner boundary, R 0 , is not relevant anymore in
one dimension, and we will set it to zero, for simplicity.
Also, in order to distinguish this simplified one-dimensional
from the higher-dimensional treatment, we will replace r by
x here.
We can simplify the problem defined by Eqs. ~2.8! and
~2.9! further by introducing the auxiliary function
g ~ x,t ! 5 p ~ x,t ! 2

r5R 0

50,

]
p ~ x,t ! .
]x

~3.1!

It obeys the one-dimensional diffusion equation

and with the respective outer boundary conditions

]
p ~ r,t !
]r

1921

~2.10a!

r5R 1

]
]2
g ~ x,t ! 5 2 g ~ x,t !
]t
]x

~3.2!

along with the boundary condition
5p ~ R 1 ,t ! ,

~2.10b!

r5R 1

p ~ R 1 ,t ! 50.

~2.10c!

The initial condition, Eq. ~2.7!, remains unchanged.
The rescaling leaves us with three dimensionless parameters for our model; the space dimension d, and the—now
dimensionless—inner and outer shell radii, R 0 and R 1 . Note
that all explicit dependencies on the diffusion and the reaction coefficient have dropped out of the system ~2.7!–~2.10!.
As already noted in the Introduction and to be discussed
more thoroughly below in Sec. VI, the model defined by Eqs.
~2.7!–~2.10! can be viewed equally well as describing the
internal fluctuations of a system with a d-dimensional state
space, with d possibly large. We will therefore analyze the
behavior of this model for general d.

III. EXACT RESULTS

g ~ 0,t ! 50.

~3.3!

In other words, g behaves like a probability density with an
absorber at the origin. From the auxiliary function g the
original distribution p can be reconstructed via
p ~ x,t ! 5e x

E

x

dx 8 e 2x 8 g ~ x 8 ,t ! ,

~3.4!

which is the solution to Eq. ~3.1!, using the property that p
vanishes at infinity. g itself will be determined from Eqs.
~3.2! and ~3.3! using Green’s functions and the method of
images.
Consider first a particle whose probability density
G(x,t) obeys just Eq. ~3.2!, i.e., diffusion on the infinite line,
with the initial condition that at time zero the particle is
found at some position x 0 , i.e., G(x,0;x 0 )5 d (x2x 0 ). The
probability density is then easily seen to be
G ~ x,t;x 0 ! 5

In the following three subsections we will consider general isotropic diffusion with an inner reactive boundary only,
i.e., we will consider the limit R 1→`. By studying the problem first analytically in the absence of an outer boundary and
then, in Sec. IV, numerically with this boundary, we will be
able to clarify the behavior induced by its presence.
We will demonstrate how in this limit the problem can
be solved exactly in one and in three dimensions using
Green’s function techniques and the method of images. Although these results can be found—in principle—in the
literature,29,30,31 we find it pedagogically helpful to rederive
them here with our particular problem in mind. For general
dimensions exact results can be obtained for the Laplace
transforms of the observable N(t). These results allow a systematic study of the long time behavior. Although analytical
back transformation is not possible in general, it is possible
in one and three dimensions and provides a complementary
method for deriving the results obtained by the direct
method.

`

1

A4 p t

e 2 ~ x2x 0 !

2 /4t

,

~3.5!

which is simply the Green’s function of Eq. ~3.2!.
Consider now a particle whose probability density
F(x,t) obeys Eqs. ~3.2! and ~3.3! with the initial condition
that at time zero the particle is found at some positive position x 0 . That is, we are interested in diffusion on the positive
half-infinite line with an absorptive boundary condition at
the origin. The Green’s function G(x,t;x 0 ) would solve for
the initial condition and the diffusion equation, but not for
the boundary condition, Eq. ~3.3!. In the method of images,
copies of the Green’s function G(x,t;x 80 ) with starting points
x 08 outside of the domain of interest, which is here ~0,`!, are
added with appropriate weights so that the boundary condition can be satisfied. Choosing the starting points outside of
the domain of interest guarantees that the added functions do
not interfere with the initial condition. In our case, it is easily
seen that choosing x 08 5 2x 0 and a relative weight of 21 for
a single additional Green’s function solves the problem. The
resulting probability density has, therefore, the form
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F ~ x,t;x 0 ! 5G ~ x,t;x 0 ! 2G ~ x,t;2x 0 !
5

1

A4 p t

@ e 2 ~ x2x 0 !

2 /4t

B. Exact solution in three dimensions

2e 2 ~ x1x 0 !

2 /4t

~3.6!

#.

Moreover, F is the Green’s function of Eq. ~3.2! with boundary condition ~3.3!.
For the initial condition of the original probability density p we choose now the general form p(x,0)5 d (x2x 0 ),
with x 0 again on the positive axis. Then the initial condition
for the auxiliary function g is given by

]
g ~ x,0! 5 d ~ x2x 0 ! 2
d ~ x2x 0 ! .
]x

~3.7!

Now we can employ the well-known technique for computing the general solution from the Green’s function, in this
case F, and the particular initial condition,
g ~ x,t ! 5

E

`

0

~3.8!

dx 0 F ~ x,t;x 0 ! g ~ x 0 ,0! ,

where the integral has to be evaluated with g interpreted as a
generalized function.32 The full solution for g is then given
by
g ~ x,t ! 5
5

E

`

0

S

dx 0 d ~ x2x 0 ! 11

1

A4 p t

@ e 2 ~ x2x 0 !

2 /4t

D

]
F ~ x,t;x 0 !
]x0

2e 2 ~ x1x 0 !

2 /4t

#1

2x 0 !
3e

2 ~ x2x 0 ! 2 /4t

1 ~ x1x 0 ! e

2 ~ x1x 0 ! 2 /4t

H

1

Ap t

J

@~ x

~3.9!

# .

The original distribution p is obtained by evaluating Eq.
~3.4!. After some algebra the answer can be simplified to
p ~ x,t;x 0 ! 5

1

A4 p t

@ e 2 ~ x2x 0 !

F

2e x1x 0 1t erfc

2 /4t

1e 2 ~ x1x 0 !

x1x 0 12t

A4t

G

,

2 /4t

#

~3.10!

where erfc is the complementary error function.33
Finally, setting the starting point to zero, i.e., x 050,
brings us back to our model description of ligand migration.
The unreacted fraction of ligands is then obtained from the
integration in Eq. ~2.3! to
N 1d ~ t ! 5e t erfc~ At ! .

~3.11!

Using the behavior of erfc for large values of the argument,33
it is easy to show that N 1d (t) exhibits an asymptotic algebraic t 21/2 decay after an initial transient of order t'1,
lim N 1d ~ t ! →
t→`

A

1
1O ~ t 23/2! .
pt

~3.12!

Again we introduce the auxiliary function g, defined in
Eq. ~3.1!, which, this time, has to obey the three-dimensional
radial diffusion equation

]
]2
2 ]
g ~ r,t ! 5 2 g ~ r,t ! 1
g ~ r,t ! ,
]t
]r
r ]r

~3.13!

together with the boundary condition
g ~ R 0 ,t ! 50.

~3.14!

Also, for the initial condition of the original distribution we
choose p(r,0)5 d (r2r 0 )/r 2 , with r 0 <R 0 . Then the initial
condition for g has the form
g ~ r,0! 5 d ~ r2r 0 ! /r 2 2

]
d ~ r2r 0 ! /r 2 .
]r

~3.15!

The original distribution p can—again—be reconstructed
from g using Eq. ~3.4!.
We will use the Green’s function technique for the final
determination of g again. However, the derivation of a
Green’s function for Eqs. ~3.13! and ~3.14! is somewhat
more complicated than it was in the one-dimensional case.
Nevertheless, we will be able to utilize some of the results
from the previous section.
Consider now a particle whose probability distribution
H(r,t) obeys Eqs. ~3.13! and ~3.14! and starts at a radius
r 0 .R 0 , i.e., it performs a free diffusion in the infinite shell
with inner radius R 0 . First we introduce a new function
h(r,t) by the relation H(r)5h(r,t)/r. Then h(r) satisfies

]
]2
h ~ r,t ! 5 2 h ~ r,t !
]t
]r

~3.16!

which is the simple one-dimensional diffusion equation. This
immediately implies that one solution to Eq. ~3.13! is proportional to G(r,t;r 8 )/r for some fixed r 8, with G being the
one-dimensional Green’s function. However, this cannot by
itself be the solution for a freely diffusing particle; it is easily
seen that the integrated probability density diverges as t→`.
The presence of an absorbing boundary Eq. ~3.14! is helpful
here and allows us to use the method of images again. Adding two one-dimensional Green’s functions G(r,t;r 8 ), one
centered at r 8 5r 0 with weight 11 and one centered at
r 8 52(r 0 22R 0 ) with weight 21 satisfies the boundary condition ~3.14! and the initial condition in the domain ~R 0 ,`!.
The final form of the three-dimensional radial Green’s function H is then
H ~ r,t;r 0 ! 5

1
$ G ~ r,t;r 0 ! 2G @ r,t;2 ~ r 0 22R 0 !# % ,
rR 0
~3.17!

and it turns out that satisfying the boundary condition solves
the divergence problem; the divergent parts cancel and the
integrated probability density of this function is bounded
from above by unity.
Let us pause here for a moment and investigate some
properties of the diffusion process described by the Green’s
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function H. The fraction of particles remaining at time t in
the shell r.R 0 is given after spatial integration by
N H ~ t ! 512

S D

r 0 2R 0
R0
erfc
.
r0
A4t

~3.18!

1923

tion model and evaluating the fraction of unreacted ligands,
since nothing is involved that is conceptually new. The final
result is

FS D G S

H

R 0 11
R0
N 3d ~ t ! 512
12exp
R 0 11
R0

2

t erfc

G

r 0 2R 0
R0
11
1O ~ t 23/2! .
lim N H ~ t ! →
r
A
0
p
t
t→`

with the asymptotic long-time behavior
~3.19!

g ~ r,t ! 5

E

R0

dr 0 r 20 H ~ r,t;r 0 ! g ~ r 0 ,0! .

lim N 3d ~ t ! →12
t→`

We again obtain the t 21/2 decay at long times—in fact, it
takes over rather quickly, after an initial transient. A new
feature has appeared, however. In one dimension we saw that
the decay continues indefinitely, tending toward zero ~all particles absorbed! at long times. In three dimensions, however,
even with a fully absorptive boundary condition at R 0 , the
decay tends towards a nonzero constant; only a fraction of
the particles is absorbed, no matter how long the diffusion
process continues. This is a manifestation of the famous
Polya theorem,25 which states that for symmetric random
walks on discrete lattices in one and two dimensions, the
diffusing particle will return infinitely often to the origin. In
three and higher dimensions, however, the probability that
the particle will return to its starting point is strictly less than
one—on a three-dimensional cubic lattice, this probability is
approximately 0.35. Roughly speaking, in these higher dimensions the space in which the particle wanders is large
enough so that there is a nonzero chance that the particle can
get ‘‘lost.’’
For continuous-time and -space random walks, as discussed here, the theorem can be modified to a statement of
whether the particle returns to an arbitrarily small neighborhood of its starting point. Our calculation shows that, in the
problem discussed above, the probability of the particle hitting the absorbing sphere is R 0 /r 0 . Note that for r 0 5R 0 , i.e.,
the particle starts on the absorbing sphere itself, N(t) is zero
for all time; for R50, N(t)51 for all time. The latter simply
follows from the fact that, although in a continuous-space
random walk there is a nonzero probability for the particle to
come arbitrarily close to the origin, there is zero probability
of it actually hitting any prespecified point.
We will see in later sections that the Polya theorem will
play an important role in understanding the dimensiondependent behavior of ligand diffusion.
The auxiliary function g is, finally, obtained using the
Green’s function H and the initial condition, Eq. ~3.15!. Note
that in three dimensions the corresponding equation differs
somewhat from Eq. ~3.8!, due to the existence of the threedimensional volume element r 20 ,
`

At

DJ

,

~3.21!

Asymptotically for long times this becomes

F

R 0 11
R0

~3.20!

We skip now the tedious algebra involved in evaluating this
relation, reconstructing the original distribution p via Eq.
~3.4!, going to the limit r 0 →R 0 to obtain our ligand migra-

F

R0
R0
12
R 0 11
R 0 11

1

Ap t

G

1O ~ t 23/2! .
~3.22!

Again, we recognize the Polya behavior, N 3d (`)
51/(R 0 11), this time for a reactive inner shell, not a fully
absorptive one as in Eq. ~3.19!. For large inner shells, i.e., R 0
large on the diffusive length scale l r , the escape probability
vanishes as N 3d (`)}1/R 0 , while for small R 0 the escape
probability goes to unity.
C. Laplace transform results

In general dimensions it is not possible to get exact solutions to the problem of isotropic diffusion with an inner
reactive boundary. Analytical progress in studying the general problem can be made, however, by using Laplace transform techniques. In this section we use the methods introduced by Tachiya22 and Sano and Tachiya.34
We again consider a particle isotropically diffusing in d
dimensions and confined to the domain R 0 <r,`. Its radial
probability density p(r,t) satisfies ~we use dimensionless
time and space variables as described in the previous section!

]
p ~ r,t ! 5¹ 2 p ~ r,t ! ,
]t

~3.23a!

where ¹25( ] 2 / ] r 2 )1[(d21)/r#~]/]r!. The inner reactive
boundary is described by the condition

]
p ~ r,t !
]r

U

5 p ~ R 0 ,t !

~3.23b!

r5R 0

and we assume that the particle starts at some radial position
r 0 .R 0 ,
.
p ~ r,0! 5 d ~ r2r 0 ! /r d21
0

~3.23c!

Define the Laplace transform p̃(r,s) with respect to time
in the usual way,
p̃ ~ r,s ! 5

E

`

0

dte 2st p ~ r,t ! .

~3.24!

The diffusion Eq. ~3.23a! then becomes
.
¹ 2 p̃2sp̃52 d ~ r2r 0 ! /r d21
0

~3.25!

Sano and Tachiya34 make the following useful observation:
Eq. ~3.25! is a Green’s function equation, and its reciprocity
property can be utilized to arrive at the adjoint equation of
~3.25!,
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¹ r2 p̃ ~ r,s;r 0 ! 2s p̃ ~ r,s;r 0 ! 52 d ~ r2r 0 ! /r d21
,
0
0

~3.26!

where ¹ r2 is the Laplacian operating on the variable r 0 , and
0
the dependence of p̃ on r 0 is now explicitly noted. Now
define
N ~ r 0 ,t ! 5

E

`

R0

~3.27!

drr d21 p ~ r,t;r 0 ! .

Integrating Eq. ~3.26! over * R` drr d21 , we get
0

¹ r2 Ñ ~ r 0 ,s ! 2sÑ ~ r 0 ,s ! 521.
0

~3.28!

It is also easy to show that Eq. ~3.23b! becomes

]
Ñ ~ r 0 ,s !
]r0

U

5Ñ ~ R 0 ,s !

~3.29!

r 0 5R 0

the long-time limit and illustrate how the Polya theorem
works in this model. For n.0, and in the limit z→0, K n (z);
1
1
2n
@note that K n (z)5K 2 n (z)#.33 Then in one di2 G( n )( 2 z)
mension, the right-hand side of Eq. ~3.33! tends to 1/As in the
limit s→0, which corresponds to a long-time decay
N(t);t 21/2.
Two dimensions is a special case; here we need the limiting form K 0 (z);2log z for small z. Using this in Eq.
~3.33! yields Ñ(R 0 ,s)→~21/s log s! as s→0; the decay is
marginal. For long times, N(t) decays as 1/log t.
In three and higher dimensions Polya’s theorem ensures
that Ñ will grow as 1/s as s→0; that is, N(t) tends towards
a constant as t→`. We find that as s→0, Ñ(R,s)
→(1/s)(d22/d221R 0 ), so that as t→`,
N ~ R 0 ,t ! →

and that
lim Ñ ~ r 0 ,s ! 51/s.

~3.30!

r 0 →`

We can simplify slightly by writing Ñ(r 0 ,s)
5r 12d/2
c (r 0 ,s) and plugging into Eq. ~3.28!. The resulting
0
homogeneous equation for c(r 0 ,s) has as its solutions the
modified
Bessel
functions33
I 6(12d/2) ( A sr 0 )
and
K d/221 ( A sr 0 ). Any two of these form a linearly independent
pair; relations among the three are given in Abramowitz and
Stegun.33 ~They are slightly different if the functions are of
integer order or of half-integer order.! However, I 6 n (z) diverges as z→` regardless of whether n is an integer or halfinteger, and K n (z)→0 as z→`. Our solution to Eqs. ~3.28!
and ~3.29! is then
K d/221 ~ Asr 0 ! 11/s,
Ñ ~ r 0 ,s ! 5Cr 12d/2
0

~3.31!

1
s

3

H
F

12

S D
r0
R0

F S D
S
DG

3erfc

11 As

K d/2~ AsR 0 !
K d/221 ~ AsR 0 !

G

K d/221 ~ AsR 0 !

J

N 3d ~ r 0 ,t ! 512

H

1

12
11 As

K d/2~ AsR 0 !
K d/221 ~ AsR 0 !

J

.

r 0 2R 0
2 At

R0
r0

1
11

1
R0

11

1
R0

F

12

As t→`, this becomes
.

~3.33!

By using the fact that the limit t→` corresponds to s→0 for
the Laplace transform, we can use these equations to analyze

~3.35!

.

H S D
erfc

FS D

For d51, 2, and 3, this agrees exactly with the results of
Sano and Tachiya ~Table I!.34
We are most interested in the case where r 0 5R; this
simplifies Eq. ~3.32! considerably to
1
s

At1

2e ~ r 0 2R 0 ! e t

r 0 2R 0
2 At

2e ~ 111/R 0 !~ r 0 2R 0 ! e ~ 111/R 0 !

N 3d ~ r 0 ,t ! 512

R0
r0

~3.32!

Ñ ~ R,s ! 5

2 At

When r 0 5R 0 this reduces to Eq. ~3.11!.
In three dimensions

3erfc
K d/221 ~ Asr 0 !

r 0 2R 0

N 1d ~ r 0 ,t ! 512 erfc

12d/2

1

~3.34!

We can find the inverse transform of Eq. ~3.32! and
solve exactly for the general case (r 0 >R) in one and three
dimensions. In one dimension we find

where C is a constant to be determined. This is easily done
by using the boundary condition ~3.29!, so the full ~exact!
solution to Eqs. ~3.28!–~3.30! is
Ñ ~ r 0 ,s ! 5

d22
, d>3.
R 0 1d22

1
11

1
R0

At1

2t

r 0 2R 0
2 At

GJ

.

~3.36!

1 e ~ 111/R 0 !~ r 0 2R 0 ! 21/2
t
1
Ap
11
R0

G

~3.37!
so the Polya limit is N(r 0 ,`)512(R 0 /r 0 )[1/11(1/R 0 )].
For r 0 5R 0 we recover Eq. ~3.22!.
An important consequence of Eq. ~3.32! is that the decay
of N(r 0 ,t) leading to the Polya regime will be dimensiondependent in general. By keeping higher-order terms in the
small-s expansion of the modified Bessel functions, Eq.
~3.32! can be used to study this behavior in detail. This can
get rather messy, however, so we report on only one important aspect of the general dynamics. For r 0 @R 0 , N(r 0 ,t)
remains close to one until about the time it takes for the
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particle to diffuse to the reactive boundary, which is of order
(r 0 2R 0 ) 2. Long after that time, the fraction of particles remaining decays as t 2(d22)/2 ~for d>3! towards the Polya
limit.
The decay behavior is very different for r 0 'R 0 , however. There the decay sets in quickly, of course, and after an
initial transient decays as t 21/2. This is because the geometry
looks quasi-one-dimensional for the particle close to the reactive boundary. While there may be some dimensiondependent behavior near the onset of the Polya regime, this
in general will not be noticeable for r 0 close to or equal to
R 0—the Polya regime sets in before the dimensiondependent regime becomes appreciable. In these cases, the
behavior looks remarkably dimension-independent; aside
from the initial transient, one sees a t 21/2 decay towards a
nonzero constant. Because measurements of ligand diffusion
correspond to the initial condition r 0 5R 0 , this has important
consequences for measurements of ligand recombination, as
discussed in Ref. 13. This point will be dealt with further in
Secs. IV and V.
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sented using polynomials in 1/r and trigonometric functions.
In one dimension they are simply given by the sine and
cosine functions.
The eigenvalues k n , together with the amplitudes a n and
b n , can now be determined from the boundary conditions
~2.9! and ~2.10!. In order to apply these boundary conditions,
we use the standard formula36
d
@ y n Z n ~ y !# 5y n Z n 21 ~ y ! ,
dy

~4.4!

where Z represents either Bessel function J or Y .33 Then the
inner reactive boundary condition Eq. ~2.9! becomes
k n @ a n J 2d/2~ k n R 0 ! 1b n Y 2d/2~ k n R 0 !#
5a n J 12d/2~ k n R 0 ! 1b n Y 12d/2~ k n R 0 ! .

~4.5!

Similarly, the outer reflecting boundary condition, Eq.
~2.10a!, becomes
a n J 2d/2~ k n R 1 ! 1b n Y 2d/2~ k n R 1 ! 50.

~4.6!

It is useful at this stage to transform to new parameters,
the width of the shell
DR5R 1 2R 0 ,

IV. NUMERICAL TREATMENT AND RESULTS

We will present in the following a detailed numerical
treatment of the problem defined by Eqs. ~2.7!–~2.10!. First,
we will describe the numerical procedure involved, and discuss its effective implementation. In Sec. IV B we will
present extensive numerical results that show the existence
of an intermediate algebraic decay of N(t), with t 21/2, together with the existence of a plateau-regime in d.1. In Sec.
IV C, we will present a mathematical argument for the existence of the algebraic regime, and, finally, in Sec. IV A we
will analyze the relationship between the plateau regime and
the properties of the lowest eigenvalues.

and the ratio of this shell width to the inner radius
X5

DR
,
R0

p ~ r,t ! 5

(n

exp~ 2k 2n t ! c n ~ r ! c n ~ R 0 ! ,

~4.1!

where the c n (r) are the eigenfunctions of the right-hand side
differential operator in Eq. ~2.8!, with eigenvalues 2k 2n . Using standard Sturm–Liouville theory35 it can be shown that
these eigenfunctions obey the orthogonality relation

E

R1

R0

drr d21 c n ~ r ! c m ~ r ! 5 d n,m N 2 ,

~4.2!

with N being a normalization constant. For general d the
eigenfunctions can be expressed in terms of Bessel functions,

c n ~ r ! 5r

@ a n J 12d/2~ k n r ! 1b n Y 12d/2~ k n r !# ,

12d/2

~4.3!

where J and Y are the ~linearly independent! Bessel functions of the first and second kind, respectively.33 In odd dimensions, i.e., for half-integer indices, these Bessel functions
are related to their spherical counterparts, and can be repre-

~4.7b!

and to introduce the scaled eigenvalue
K n 5k n DR.

~4.8!

Eliminating the amplitudes a n and b n using the two Eqs.
~4.5! and ~4.6!, and employing the parameters introduced
above, we derive the eigenvalue equation for K n in arbitrary
dimension,

A. Numerical solution

Equation ~2.8! with initial condition ~2.7! can be solved
via a spectral expansion

~4.7a!

S D
F
H S
F

05J 12d/2 K n

2J 2d/2 K n
2

F
G
G S D
D F
G
G S DJ

1
X
Y
K
X 2d/2 n ~ 11X !

X
1
Y 12d/2 K n
X
~ 11X !

1
X
Kn
J 2d/2 K n
Y 2d/2 K n
DR
X
~ 11X !

2J 2d/2 K n

X

~ 11X !

Y 2d/2 K n

1
X

.

~4.9!

In one dimension, for example, this equation simplifies to
cos~ K n ! 2

Kn
sin~ K n ! 50.
DR

~4.10!

The motivation for the parameter transformation ~4.7!–
~4.8! is easily seen now. In one dimension the eigenvalue
equation assumes a very simple form. Furthermore, we will
be concerned below very often with the regime of large DR.
In this regime, the low-lying eigenvalues, i.e., K n !DR,
which determine the long-time behavior, can be determined
with sufficient accuracy by neglecting the second term in the
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For the higher-lying eigenvalues there arises the problem
of specifying intervals in which to look for the eigenvalues,
without overlooking one. This is particularly a major problem for the determination of the second eigenvalue, K 2 . As
can be seen already in Fig. 2, and will be discussed in more
detail below in Sec. IV D, there emerges a considerable gap
which increases with dimension.
For still higher eigenvalues, however, one can use the
following arguments. Let us consider the regime
K n @max[X,(11X/X)]. Using the properties of Bessel functions for large values of the argument,36
J 6n~ z ! 5
FIG. 2. Function defined by the left-hand side of Eq. ~4.9! for d510,
DR5103, and X510; the zeros of this function are the eigenvalues k n entering the eigenfunction expansion ~4.1!.

equations. On the other hand, the eigenvalues that determine
the short-time behavior, i.e., K n @DR, can be obtained by
neglecting the first term in the inverse equations, i.e.,
05

H S
F
H S
F

D F
G
G S DJ
D F
G
G S DJ

2 J 2d/2

~4.11a!

S

D

~4.11b!

2
p
p
sin z7 n 2
1O ~ 1/z ! .
pz
2
4

Equation ~4.9! can be simplified to the one-dimensional Eqs.
~4.10! and ~4.108!. This tells us immediately that for large
values of DR, at intermediate times the eigenvalues are given
approximately by
1
p for K n !DR,
2

K n 'n p for K n @DR.

~4.98!

and
DR
cos~ K n ! 2sin~ K n ! 50.
Kn

D

~4.12!

where n is an integer, while at larger K n ~shorter times! the
eigenvalues shift to

X
1
Y 12d/2 K n
X
~ 11X !

X
1
Y 2d/2 K n
X
~ 11X !

A

K n ' n1

1
X
Kn
Y
K
X 2d/2 n ~ 11X !

2J 2d/2 K n

and
Y 6n~ z ! 5

S

2
p
p
cos z7 n 2
1O ~ 1/z ! ,
pz
2
4

S D

1
X
DR
J 12d/2 K n
Y
K
Kn
X 2d/2 n ~ 11X !
2J 2d/2 K n

A

~4.108!

In both limits, K n @DR and K n !DR, the eigenvalue
equations for the K n become independent of DR, and consequently, this holds also for the corresponding K n . This property gives us already some insight into the scaling behavior
of the time constants 1/k 2n ; see Eq. ~4.1!. For large values of
DR those time constants will scale with DR 2, which is particularly important for the longest time scales.
The zeros of the left-hand side function in Eq. ~4.9! are
the eigenvalues of the spectral expansion. Figure 2 shows the
typical behavior of that function which exhibits the qualitative characteristics known from Bessel functions. There is
the practical problem of finding these zeros in an effective
way. For the case of the lowest eigenvalue one can utilize the
results of the generalized moment treatment of Sec. V below,
namely that the inverse of the time constant tl , which is
given in analytical form, provides an exact upper limit for
the lowest eigenvalue k 21 . This upper limit can be used in any
numerical scheme37 as the interval (0,A1/t l # in which to
perform the numerical search for that eigenvalue.

~4.13!

In both regimes, the eigenvalues have a spacing of
(K n11 2K n )'p, with a transition regime, where, because of
smoothness, the spacing is somewhat shorter or larger, but
never smaller than p/2 or larger than 3p/2.
We have, therefore, defined the interval in which to look
for the eigenvalue K n11 iteratively by (K n 1 p /2, K n
13 p /2!. In this way it is impossible to overlook a single
eigenvalue. We have found that for the determination of K 3
this method is already sufficient. Due to the gap between K 1
and K 2 , only for the determination of the second eigenvalue
the intervals (K 1 1 p /2,K 1 13 p /2), (K 1 13 p /2,K 1 15 p /2),
etc. have to be scanned successively, until K 2 is found.
The amplitudes a n and b n are finally gotten from Eq.
~4.6!,
a n 52
b n5

1
Y ~ k R !,
N d/2 n 1

1
J ~ k R !,
N d/2 n 1

~4.14a!
~4.14b!

where we have used, for simpler notation, the shell radii R 0
and R 1 , together with k n again. The normalization term N in
Eqs. ~4.14! is gotten from the normalization condition for the
eigenfunctions, Eq. ~4.3!. Using the abbreviations ~m,n
50,1!,
J mn 5J d/22m ~ k n R m ! ,

~4.15a!

Y mn 5Y d/22m ~ k n R m ! ,

~4.15b!
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FIG. 3. N(t) vs t for d51; DR as indicated; the dashed line is the behavior
predicted by Eq. ~3.11!.
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FIG. 4. N(t) vs t for d53, DR51000, and X510; the dashed line is the
behavior predicted by Eq. ~3.11!; the dotted line is the single-exponential
long-time fit, Eq. ~5.10!.

this normalization term can be cast into the form
N5

1 2
1
R ~ Y J 2J Y ! 1 R 2 @~ Y 01J 102J 01Y 10! 2
2 1 01 11 01 11 2 0
2 ~ Y 01J 002J 01Y 00!~ Y 01J 102J 01Y 10!# .

~4.16!

The numerical method we have chosen here is different
from other viable numerical approaches like spacediscretization, followed by either generalized moment
expansion38 or an eigenvalue analysis,9,10 or from short-time
approaches like Chebyshev propagation.39 We see some advantage in working with the eigenfunction expansion of the
original reaction–diffusion operator in its infinitedimensional Hilbert space of functions. For example, it is not
necessary to check whether a discretization employed is fine
enough to catch all phenomena correctly. Instead, the above
algorithm gives successively all numerically exact eigenvalues of the operator, starting from the lowest one, i.e., from
the longest time scale. Therefore, the dynamics is obtained
correctly down to the time scale corresponding to the highest
eigenvalue included. For the cases of interest, this number
can be quite large, i.e., several thousand.
B. Results

Figure 3 shows results for the one-dimensional case with
finite boundary. After an initial transient, which ends at about
t'1, one can see clearly the algebraic decay with t 21/2,
which is predicted by Eqs. ~3.11! and ~3.12! for the case of
an infinite boundary. Both regimes are described correctly by
Eq. ~3.11!. With a finite boundary, the algebraic decay ends
at some finite time and changes into a single-exponential
cutoff. The time scale of this cutoff grows quadratically with
DR, and can be described by the generalized moment approximation; see Sec. V below.
In Fig. 4 results are shown for a typical situation in three
dimensions for fixed large values of X and DR. It still shows
the initial transient, followed by an intermediate algebraic
decay. Both can be described by the one-dimensional result,

Eq. ~3.11!. However, here a new feature emerges. At some
time t*, the algebraic decay levels off to a behavior that
looks like a plateau in the double-logarithmic plots we use to
present our data, i.e., the data appear to stabilize at a value
N(t)'N plateau . This plateau is essentially the singleexponential long-time decay. Since there emerges a large gap
between the lowest and the second-lowest eigenvalue—see
the discussion in Sec. IV D below—this gap represents itself
as a plateau in that representation of the data.
Figures 5~a! and 5~b! show how the relationship between
algebraic decay and plateau regime depends on the parameters DR and X. As Fig. 5~a! clearly demonstrates, large
values of the parameter X are responsible for the plateau
regime. Increasing values of X lead to an increasing length of
the plateau regime, concomitant with an increasing value of
N(t) at the plateau. Conversely, DR controls mainly the position in time of the plateau regime. Figure 5~b! demonstrates
that the form of the plateau regime is more or less invariant
against variations of the value of DR, as long as the plateau
regime is still recognizable. An increase of DR mainly results in a shift of the plateau regime to longer times.
Figure 6 finally shows the dependence of the plateau
regime on the space dimension. Starting with d52 a deviation from the one-dimensional algebraic t 21/2 decay occurs,
which appears as a stabilization of the value of N(t) during
some time interval, the plateau. This effect becomes more
pronounced as the space dimension increases. The time for
the onset of the plateau decreases, while the cutoff time increases with d, resulting in an increasing length of the plateau at increasing values of N plateau . The latter result is in
accord with the different forms of the Polya escape results,
which predict an increase of the escape probability with d. It
will be shown in Sec. V below that, indeed, the plateau value
converges to the Polya value for DR→`.
The case of d52 requires some more discussion. As can
be seen in Fig. 7 and in Fig. 8, there is a clear deviation from
the one-dimensional behavior. However, whether this new
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FIG. 7. N(t) vs t for d52, DR51000, and X as indicated.

value, see Sec. IV D below. We interpret the developing
structure in N(t) in d52 as a plateau, although it can be
considered marginal since it vanishes in the limit DR→`.
C. Dimension-independence of decay at short and
intermediate times

FIG. 5. N(t) vs t for d53, ~a! DR51000 and X as indicated, ~b! X510 and
DR as indicated; the dashed line is the behavior predicted by Eq. ~3.11!.

behavior may be called a plateau—as it clearly can in d.2—
or not may be seen as a question of convention.40 Strictly
speaking, there is no plateau in the limit DR→` since the
plateau value N plateau vanishes in that limit; see also Sec. V
below. However, for finite values of DR, the amplitude of the
exponential cutoff is nonzero, concomitant with an increasing gap between the lowest and the second lowest eigen-

FIG. 6. N(t) vs t for DR51000 and X510, and d as indicated; the dashed
line is the behavior predicted by Eq. ~3.11!.

Our numerical results, reported in Ref. 13 and the previous sections of this paper, have indicated that the behavior of
both the transient short-time and the intermediate-time algebraic decay regimes are both independent of dimension. In
Sec. III C it was further claimed that placing the initial position of the diffusing particle on the inner reacting boundary
was sufficient to produce the dimension-independent t 21/2
decay at intermediate times. In this section we demonstrate
this assertion analytically by direct examination of the eigenvalue equations in the short- and intermediate-time domains.
We consider the cases of both a reflecting and an absorbing
outer boundary. For both cases we derive the t 21/2 decay at
intermediate times; this corresponds to our assertion that it is
the proximity of the particle’s initial position to the inner
boundary that drives this decay, and the outer boundary plays
no role in this portion of the falloff.
The arguments in this section are purely mathematical;
alternative derivations and accompanying physical explanations for the observed dimension-independence are given in
Secs. III C and V.

FIG. 8. K 2 vs d for X510, 102, 103, 104.
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We study first the general d-dimensional reactiondiffusion model with reflecting outer boundary @Eqs. ~2.8!–
~2.10a!#. The solution of the diffusion equation in d dimensions, written as an eigenfunction expansion, and subject to
initial condition Eq. ~2.7!, is given by Eqs. ~4.1! and ~4.3!,
p ~ r,t ! 5

(n

exp~ 2k 2n t ! r 12d/2@ a n J 12d/2~ k n r !

1b n Y 12d/2~ k n r !# R 12d/2
@ a n J 12d/2~ k n R 0 !
0
1b n Y 12d/2~ k n R 0 !# ,

~4.18!

where as usual we use dimensionless space and time variables. We also replace r 0 in Eq. ~2.7! with R 0 because we use
here the initial condition that the particle starts at the inner
reactive boundary.
We now consider an outer reflecting boundary at R 1 in
addition to the inner reactive boundary at R 0 . The inner
boundary condition is described by Eq. ~2.9! and the outer by
Eq. ~2.10a!. The resulting eigenvalue equation is given by
Eq. ~4.9!.
We now introduce our main approximation, namely that
k n R 0@1. Physically, this amounts to looking at times short
compared to those needed for ligands to diffuse very far into
the region between the two boundaries, which corresponds to
the short and intermediate times that we are interested in.
Specifically, the algebraic decay regime comes about from
interaction with the inner boundary, as already stated; the
outer boundary is responsible for the position of the plateau,
related to the previously discussed Polya limit, and the subsequent exponential decay of N(t). Because R 1 .R 0 , our
condition automatically implies that k n R 1 @1. Furthermore,
because we have already seen that the situation of biological
and physical interest is where DR5(R 1 2R 0 )/l r is large
compared to one, we confine ourselves to the further condition that k n DR@1. These are our only approximations,
which result in the simplified eigenvalue Eq. ~4.108!.
The error in Eq. ~4.108! is of order 1/k n R 0 . As discussed
in Sec. IV A, numerical analysis indicates that in all cases
Eq. ~4.108! becomes an accurate expression for the eigenvalues after the first three or four.
Using this and results for a n and b n from Sec. IV A, we
find
`

R d21
p ~ R 0 ,t ! 5 ~ 2/DR !
0

( e 2k t cos2~ k n DR ! .
n50
2
n
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We already have the restriction that k n DR@1. Because
we are also restricted to the biologically relevant case where
DR@1, k n itself can be small or large compared to one.
Smaller k n ’s correspond to longer times, and in particular k n
small compared to one ~but large compared to 1/DR! corresponds to the intermediate time regime, where we expect to
see the algebraic decay. We can then use Eq. ~4.12! for k n
small compared to unity, and for larger k n ~shorter times! we
use Eq. ~4.13!.
Equation ~4.19! can then be rewritten, using Eq. ~4.108!,
as
`

2

d
2
N ~ t ! 5 ~ 2/DR !
e 2k n t k 2n sin2 ~ k n DR ! .
dt
n50

(

At intermediate times, when Eq. ~4.12! holds,
sin2(k n DR)'1. Substituting Eq. ~4.12! into Eq. ~4.20!, we
find that the sum on the right-hand side now depends on n as
2
Sn 2 e n t ~with the n’s now half-integers!. Because the terms
in the summand are closely spaced, we can convert the sum
to an integral, and immediately scale out the t-dependence to
find
2

d
N ~ t ! ;t 23/2
dt

~4.21!

which gives the t 21/2 decay.
The previous discussion used a reflecting boundary at
R 1 . Even though R 1 must therefore enter the eigenvalue
equations, we expect physically that the precise nature of the
outer boundary condition cannot affect the physics at short
and intermediate times. That this is the case can be seen by
repeating the previous discussion with only one change; we
replace the reflecting boundary at R 1 with an absorbing one.
These two outer boundary conditions represent diametrically
opposite situations. The new outer boundary condition is
then
p ~ R 1 ,t ! 50.

~4.22!

The eigenvalue equation Eq. ~4.9! is replaced by
kn
5

J 12d/2~ k n R 1 ! Y 12d/2~ k n R 0 ! 2J 12d/2~ k n R 0 ! Y 12d/2~ k n R 1 !
.
J 12d/2~ k n R 1 ! Y 2d/2~ k n R 0 ! 2J 2d/2~ k n R 0 ! Y 12d/2~ k n R 1 !

~4.19!

In Eq. ~4.19! we let the sum run from n50, even though the
approximations involved break down for the first few eigenvalues. However, as long as we restrict ourselves to times
short compared to t r r 0 /l r , the error involved will be exponentially small.
The left-hand side of Eq. ~4.19! is equal to
2(d/dt)N(t), as discussed in Sec. II. Because Eq. ~4.108!
and therefore Eq. ~4.19! are independent of dimension, we
have already shown that for times short compared to t r r 0 /l r ,
the time decay of N(t) is independent of dimension. We can
go further, however, and derive the t 21/2 decay at intermediate times.

~4.20!

~4.23!
Using the same approximations as before gives
tan~ k n DR ! 52k n .

~4.24!

The arguments used for the reflecting outer boundary can
now be repeated; we now find that
`

p ~ R 0 ,t ! 5 ~ 2/DR !
R d21
0

( e 2k t sin2~ k n DR ! .
n50
2
n

~4.25!

Using the new eigenvalue equation Eq. ~4.24!, we find
`

p ~ R 0 ,t ! 5 ~ 2/DR !
R d21
0
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( k 2n e 2k t cos2~ k n DR ! .
n50
2
n

~4.26!
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Note that the new eigenvalues, relative to those for the reflecting outer boundary, are simply shifted by p/2; also that
the difference k n11 2k n between adjacent eigenvalues is unchanged. Equation ~4.26! then becomes identical @up to
O(1/k n DR)# to Eq. ~4.19!. This is not the end of the story,
however, because 2(d/dt)N(t) is no longer equal to the
left-hand side of Eq. ~4.26!. This is because the outer absorbing boundary condition implies no incoming flux of particles
at the outer boundary. Because we are restricting ourselves to
times much shorter than those required for particles to diffuse to the outer boundary, however, this term makes a negligible contribution to N(t) @in fact, its contribution is of
O(1/k n R 1 )# and our earlier conclusions remain unchanged.
We have shown, for short and intermediate times, that
when the initial position of the diffusing particle is on the
inner reactive boundary, the short- and intermediate-time behavior of N(t) is independent of dimension, and we have
derived the universal t 21/2 algebraic decay at intermediate
times. Our analysis also supports conclusions generated by
our numerical studies, in particular that the condition DR@1
is necessary for the algebraic decay to be observed at all ~if
the outer boundary is too close to the inner boundary, exponential decay sets in almost immediately!.
A second conclusion can be drawn. In order to derive the
t 21/2 algebraic decay, we needed that a subset of the relevant
k n ’s be small compared to unity. Our starting condition was
that k n R 0 @1. If R 0 itself is not too small, this is perfectly
consistent with k n ,1. However, for values of R 0 ~in units of
l r ! which are too small, the two conditions are incompatible,
and no t 21/2 decay arises from our calculations. But this conclusion is consistent with our other condition ~see Sec. V!
that the value of X not be too large.13 Our analytical results,
therefore, not only support our numerical conclusions but
also shed some light on their physical origins.

FIG. 9. K 2 /K 1 vs X for d.2, as indicated; note that the lines have a slope
of ~d22!/2.

S D F
G
F
G S D

J 12d/2 K n

2J 2d/2 K n

1
X
Y 2d/2 K n
X
~ 11X !
X

~ 11X !

Y 12d/2 K n

1
50.
X

~4.27!

The ratio K 2 /K 1 is a direct measure of the length of the
plateau in a double-logarithmic representation. Figure 8
demonstrates that K 2 becomes practically independent of X
for large values of X, and increases almost linearly with d.
K 1 , on the other hand, depends strongly on both X and d,
decreasing with both. Because of the weak dependence of K 2
on X, we refrain from presenting the data for K 1 directly, but,
rather, show how the ratio K 2 /K 1 depends on X and d in
Figs. 9 and 10. Figure 9 demonstrates that the ratio K 2 /K 1
grows with X according to a power law,
K 2 /K 1 }X ~ d22 ! /2.

~4.28!

Interestingly, ~d22!/2 is the same exponent with which N(t)
decays to its Polya limit in the semi-infinite system, see Sec.
III C. In 2d the ratio depends only logarithmically on X,

D. Eigenvalues and the plateau

Finally, we want to investigate what a closer look at the
eigenfunction expansion can tell us about the plateau regime
that we observed in our numerical results.
The existence of a plateau regime in a double logarithmic plot, like the one in Figs. 3–7, is an indication that there
is a considerable gap in the values of the time constants of
the eigenfunction expansion. In other words, if the eigenvalues are ordered, k 1 ,k 2 ,k 3 ..., then there is an n, so that
k n !k n11 holds. Since the final decay of N(t) is singleexponential, which is particularly well illustrated by the
single-exponential long-time approximation in Fig. 4, see
also Sec. V below, this gap should appear between k 1 and k 2 .
In order to investigate this in more detail, we will analyze the behavior of the system size-scaled eigenvalues K n ,
Eq. ~4.8!, for n51,2 on X in the limit DR→`. It is reasonable to employ this limit, since, as the results presented
above show, a plateau regime appears only for large system
size, and, as Fig. 5~b! demonstrates, the length of the plateau
in a logarithmic plot is practically independent of DR. An
additional advantage is that the eigenvalue equation ~4.9!
simplifies to

K 2 /K 1 } Aln X,

~4.29!

as Fig. 10 shows.
Since the ratio K 2 /K 1 grows without bounds with X for
all dimensions d.1, it is clear that a plateau will emerge for

FIG. 10. K 2 /K 1 vs X for d52; the dashed fit is 4.1
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m 2n 5 @ 2¹ r20 # 2n 15 ^ d ~ r2r 0 !@ 2¹ 2r # 2n 1& ,

~5.2!

where 1 denotes the constant function of value 1, ^& denotes
the integral over r from R 0 to R 1 and has the properties of an
inner product on the space of functions, and the delta function comes from the initial condition, Eq. ~2.2!. ¹ 2r can be
cast into the somewhat more convenient form
¹ 2r 5

1 d d21 d
r
,
r d21 dr
dr

~5.3!

supplied with the adjoint boundary conditions,26
d
f ~r!
dr

FIG. 11. Test function M (t), Eq. ~4.30!, vs t, t as indicated.

sufficiently large values of X. It remains to be determined
what such a sufficiently large value of X is, depending on
dimension. For that purpose let us consider a simple test
function, a sum of two exponentials,
M ~ t !5

1 2t 2t/ t
!,
~ e 1e
2

~4.30!

where t is a measure of the ratio of the two time constants.
Figure 11 shows the behavior of M (t) in a double logarithmic plot for various values of t. In 1d the ratio of eigenvalues in the limit DR→` is K 2 /K 1 53. Since (K 2 /K 1 ) 25t1/t2 ,
this value corresponds approximately to the curve for t510
in Fig. 11, clearly no plateau. However, it can be seen that a
plateau already begins to emerge in the range t'30–100.
Therefore, a value of (K 2 /K 1 ) 2'6 –10 can be considered a
lower threshold for the ratio of the lowest eigenvalues in
order to produce a recognizable plateau regime. From Fig. 9
it can be seen that X'10 is sufficient in 3d, and for larger
dimensions the threshold values for X are still lower. In 2d,
however, due to the logarithmic dependence of K 2 /K 1 on X,
the lowest values of X necessary to produce a recognizable
plateau are in the range X'100–1000.

d
f ~r!
dr

U
U

5 f ~ R0!,

~5.4a!

50,

~5.4b!

r5R 0

r5R 1

that any function f (r) on which ¹ 2r operates has to obey.
It is useful to define the auxiliary functions

m 2n ~ r ! 5 @ 2¹ 2r # 2n 1

~5.5!

from which we can obtain the desired moments by evaluating them at r5R 0 . For n51,2,..., these functions can be
determined iteratively via the set of equations
¹ 2r m 2n ~ r ! 52 m 2 ~ n21 ! ~ r !

~5.6!

using

m 0 ~ r ! 51

~5.7!

as the starting function. The general solution of Eq. ~5.6!
under the boundary conditions ~5.4! is

m 2n ~ r ! 5R ~012d !
1

E

R1

r

E

R1

R0

r d21
m 2 ~ n21 ! ~ r 1 ! dr 1
1

r 12d
1

E

r1

R0

r d21
m 2 ~ n21 ! ~ r 2 ! dr 2 dr 1 .
2
~5.8!

V. GENERALIZED MOMENT ANALYSIS

The method of generalized moment expansion26,27,28,41,38
allows an analytical analysis of the approximate long-time
behavior of N(t) for finite DR. In particular, it provides a
possibility to obtain approximate analytical expressions for
the time constant of the exponential cutoff—corresponding
to the lowest eigenvalue—and for the value of N(t) in the
plateau regime. In the following we give a short review of
the basic ideas.
The long time ~or low frequency! moments of N(t) are
defined by

m 2n 5 ~ n21 ! !

E

`

0

t n21 N ~ t ! dt.

~5.1!

They can be written formally as matrix elements of the inverse of the adjoint stochastic operator ¹ r2 introduced in
0
Sec. III C,28

The evaluation of the integrals in Eq. ~5.8! is tedious but
straightforward. We give here the results for m21 and m22,

m 21 5DR ~ Y d 21 ! /Xd

~5.9a!

m 22 5 $ DR 2 X ~ Y d 21 ! 2 ~ d 2 24 ! 1DR 3 @ 22d1Y d ~ d 2 24 !
2Y 21d d 2 1Y 2d ~ d12 !# % / $ X 3 d 2 ~ d 2 24 ! % ,

~5.9b!

where the abbreviation Y 5(11X) was used.
Based on the generalized moments of a relaxational dynamical observable N(t), one can define single-, multi-, and
nonexponential approximations that reproduce a specified
number of those moments.28,42 Of particular interest in our
case is a single-exponential approximation that reproduces
the moments m21 and m22 of the exact function N(t). It is
easy to see that such an approximation has the form
N long~ t ! 5q l exp~ 2t/ t l ! ,
with the time constant tl given by
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t l 5 m 22 / m 21 ,

~5.11!

and the amplitude q l given by
q l 5 m 221 / m 22 .

~5.12!

The time constant tl is an approximation to the time
constant of the exponential cutoff, i.e., the inverse of the
lowest eigenvalue. It can be shown that the ratio of successive moments m 2n / m 2(n11) converges to the lowest
eigenvalue.43 The inverse of the first possible ratio is the
well-known mean first passage time44 – 46

t MFPT5 m 21 / m 0 5 m 21 ,

~5.13!

and is used quite often as an approximation to the inverse of
the lowest eigenvalue.45 But when N(t) exhibits nonexponential behavior—as in our case—the mean first passage
time is not a good estimate of the exponential cutoff. However, it turns out that the second ratio, which determines tl ,
already provides an acceptable approximation in most cases,
see Fig. 4.
The quantity q l is an approximation to the contribution
of the exponential cutoff to the overall decay of N(t) and, as
such, it provides an estimate of the plateau value at which
N(t) stabilizes, before it finally decays exponentially. q l also
provides a bridge to the semi-infinite system results derived
in Sec. III. In the limit R 1→` the approximation ~5.10!
should still exhibit some aspects of the behavior of N(t).
Indeed, in that limit tl →`, and q l becomes the escape probability of Polya’s theorem

H

0

d<2
d22
lim q l 5
R 1 →`
R 0 1d22

d>3

;

~5.14!

compare Eq. ~3.34!. For d51, the amplitude q l vanishes as
q l }DR 21, whereas for d52 it vanishes only logarithmically,
q l}

1
.
R 0 ln~ R 1 !

~5.15!

This is another indication of the marginal behavior in 2d. It
is quite surprising that a simple single-exponential approximation like Eq. ~5.10! is already able to reproduce such a
complicated limiting behavior.
These results on the exponential long-time cutoff now
allow us to analyze the algebraic and the plateau regime from
a point of view different from the eigenfunction expansion
approach employed in Secs. IV C and IV D.
One necessary condition for the algebraic regime ~and,
possibly, the plateau! to be present at all is that the cutoff
time scale tl is much larger than the time for the initial
transient, which is of O~1!. For fixed values of X and DR
large t l }DR 2 holds in all dimensions. For fixed values of
DR and X large t l }X d21 holds in d.1. Asymptotically for
DR→`, however, t l /DR 2 }X d22 holds in d.2, while
tl /DR 2}ln(X) holds in 2d. Therefore, the condition tl @1
can always be met by sufficiently large values of X and DR.
Note that, as will be discussed in more detail below, tl /DR 2
exhibits the same asymptotic properties as (K 2 /K 1 ) 2, introduced in Sec. IV D above.

A crossover time t* from the algebraic t 21/2-decay to the
plateau regime can be estimated through the relation
N 1d ~ t * ! 'q l ,

~5.16!

giving rise to

t *'

1
.
p q 2l

~5.17!

The other condition for the existence of the algebraic regime
is that this crossover time t* is also much larger than the
initial transient time.
Since t* is proportional to the square of the inverse of
q l , we can use our knowledge of the asymptotic behavior of
q l , see Eq. ~5.14!, for an analysis of the behavior of t*. For
d.2 we find from the Polya limit that t* assumes the limiting value, t*→[(R 0 1d22) 2 / p (d22) 2 ] for R 1→`.
Therefore, in order that t*@1 also large values of R 0 are
necessary in this limit. A large Polya value N~`! simply reduces the length of the algebraic regime. In 2d q l vanishes
for R 1→`, although logarithmically, thereby guaranteeing
that t*→`, too, fulfilling the necessary condition for an algebraic regime to be present in this limit for all values of R 0 .
In 1d the quantity t* does not make any sense since we
know that only tl controls the algebraic regime here. We
note, however, that also here t*@1 for DR@1 holds.
Since we know from Sec. IV that DR and X regulate the
algebraic and the plateau regime antagonistically, it is interesting to also analyze the dependence of t* on these quantities. Surprisingly, we find no qualitative difference between
d.2 and d52 here. For fixed values of X and DR large
t*}DR 2, i.e., t* exhibits the same behavior tl . Therefore,
large values of DR increase the length of the algebraic regime, as Fig. 5~b! demonstrated. However, for fixed values
of DR and X large we find t*→p21. In other words, t*
decreases with increasing X, thereby shortening the range of
the algebraic regime, letting it vanish altogether for X→`.
These different results for R 1→` on the one hand, and
for DR→` with X fixed and X→` with DR fixed, on the
other hand, may appear surprising. However, one has to note
the limits are not interchangeable. R 1→` corresponds to a
combined limit DR→` together with X→`. Note that the
parameter X, which describes the ratio of the thickness of the
d-dimensional shell to its inner radius of curvature, controls
the effective dimensionality of the diffusion shell. X→0 is
the limit of an extremely thin diffusion shell and corresponds, therefore, to an effectively 1d situation. X→`, on
the other hand, corresponds to a d-dimensional sphere of
radius R 1→` with an absorptive point in the center, i.e.,
R 0→0. Equation ~5.15! shows that in this combined limit q l
can remain finite also in 2d.
In terms of the above defined quantities, a necessary
condition for the plateau regime to be clearly visible is
tl @t*, else the algebraic regime will cross over directly to
the exponential tail. Therefore, the ratio

t l m 321
5
t * m 22
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controls the existence of the plateau regime. This function
grows monotonically with DR, X, and d, and its asymptotic
properties follow directly from the asymptotic properties of
tl and t* discussed above. It is instructive to look at d51
first. Here we find tl /t*→3p in the limit DR→`. Since there
is no plateau in 1d, this value gives a lower limit for tl /t* in
order for a plateau to exist. The difference between one and
higher dimensions is that for d.1 the ratio tl /t* becomes
infinite for X→`, even for finite DR, whereas in one dimension tl /t* always remains small. We conclude, therefore, that
a plateau regime will be seen in dimensions two and higher,
provided that the values of X and DR are large enough. This
conclusion is also supported by the numerical results presented in Sec. IV.
One has to note that the behavior of the ratio tl /t* is
different from the ratio of the lowest eigenvalues, K 2 /K 1 ,
analyzed in Sec. IV D. Since K 2 is practically constant for
large X and 1/tl is an estimate for K 21 , the behavior of K 2 /K 1
is similar to that of At l , presented above; K 2 /K 1 }X (d22)/2
for d.2 and K 2 /K 1 } Aln(X) in 2d. This behavior was also
obtained in the numerical results of Sec. IV D. Equation
~5.18!, on the other hand, exhibits t l / t * }X d for d.2 and
tl / t * }X 2 /ln(X) for 2d. The reason for this discrepancy is
that t* is actually an estimate for the center of the transition
area between the algebraic regime and the plateau regime,
while K 2 /K 1 is an estimate for the range of the plateau regime only. The different behavior of both ratios demonstrate
that, together with the plateau regime, also the range of the
transition regime grows with X.
VI. GENERIC DESCRIPTION OF MACROSCOPIC
PROTEIN FLUCTUATIONS

At physiological temperatures, proteins fluctuate
strongly between different microscopic conformations.47,48,49
On a macroscopic level, these microscopic fluctuations
manifest themselves as fluctuations between protein states of
different functionality. One simple, well-known example is a
protein acting as a passive ion channel which can be either in
an open or a closed state.50,51 Other examples are fluctuations
of transport proteins between states of different binding activity for the ligand,23,6 or fluctuations of catalytic proteins
between states of different catalytic effectivity. We will advocate here a new generic—albeit abstract—view for the description of these macroscopic manifestations of microscopic
conformational fluctuations.
Proteins are an example of complex systems with a highdimensional state space.52 This space of microscopic conformations can be partitioned into sets corresponding to the
different macroscopic protein states. Usually, several microscopic conformations that are close to each other in state
space will belong to the same macroscopic state and will
form a—more or less extended—individual patch. All
patches that belong to one particular macroscopic state then
make up one partition set; see Fig. 12. There are several
relevant topologies for the respective structures of the partition regions in that high-dimensional state space; one or several of them may percolate throughout the entire state space,
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FIG. 12. Sketch of the state space partitioning.

but not the others, or even all of them may percolate. Note
that, due to the high dimensionality of the state space, independent percolation of different partitions is possible.53
However, having neither percolate requires special geometries and is unlikely to be encountered.54
Thermal fluctuations can—in general—be modeled successfully as a random walk in some state space.44 – 46 Conformational fluctuations of proteins, particularly at physiological temperatures, are no exception to that. Fluctuations of the
macroscopic state of a protein arise in this picture from the
random walk leaving a patch corresponding to one macrostate, and entering the patch of another macrostate. During
the time the random walk stays in that patch the protein stays
in that macrostate, until it leaves the patch again, either to
enter the one it came from or to enter another, see also Fig.
12. We will call this approach the random walk on state
space partitions picture of macroscopic fluctuations.
Due to the complicated interactions involved in a
strongly heterogeneous system like a protein, the random
walk in protein state space has to be viewed as one on a very
rugged potential surface.55,56 Particularly in the low temperature regime, this ruggedness imposes strong limitations on
the parts of state space that are accessible at all, a feature
known as ‘‘broken ergodicity.’’57,58 Although there has been
considerable work on stochastic processes on rugged potentials, the properties of macroscopic fluctuations due to rugged potential random walks on partitions is completely unknown up to now. Nevertheless, they could probably give
very interesting new insights into the low-temperature behavior of glasses and of proteins.
Here, however, we will be concerned with the high temperature regime. In this regime, random walks on rugged
potentials can be viewed on macroscopic length scales as
free diffusion with some suitably renormalized diffusion
coefficient.59,60 It is also known that, e.g., Mössbauer data on
protein fluctuations can be described successfully using an
effective temperature-dependent diffusion coefficient in a
smooth, slowly-varying potential.61,38 We will, therefore, assume in the following that the random walk in the protein
conformational state space can be described in a first approximation as free diffusion.
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FIG. 13. Sketch of the state space partitioning for the ion channel opening
and closing fluctuations.

The open-state/closed-state fluctuations of passive ion
channel proteins are a very suitable candidate for applying
the scheme that we sketched above. In this case there is a
simple, natural partitioning of state space, namely the open
and closed states. In this approach, a channel that switches,
e.g., from the open to the closed state can be thought of as
crossing the boundary from a region of open-state configurations to a region of closed-state configurations. On the
other hand, there exists already a vast array of experimental
literature on the fluctuation properties of these channel proteins; see e.g. Ref. 62, and references therein. Since singlechannel fluctuations can be monitored individually using the
patch clamp technique,63 opening and closing times are
readily accessible for a statistical analysis. In particular, the
distribution of closing times, P closed(t), is often observed to
exhibit an algebraic regime with a t 23/2 power law in many
ion channel proteins.64 – 67
Although the mutual topology of the open and closed
state partitions is not known, i.e., it is not known whether
only one or both of them percolate, it is reasonable to assume
that there is a much smaller number of open states than of
closed states, since open channels require a much more restricted arrangement of atoms. We can, therefore, assume
that the closed state partitions result in one or more isolated
open patches. The existence of several different patches of
isolated open states in state space, separated from each other
by areas of closed states, would correspond to a situation
where several, structurally very different, open channel conformation classes exist. We will assume in the following that
this is not the case, and that a single patch of open states
exists in state space, which is surrounded by closed states.
Assuming spherical symmetry in state space, we immediately arrive at a picture of the state space partitioning, Fig.
13, that is identical to the picture connected with ligand migration, Fig. 1, with the exception of a different naming of
the various parts.
Equations ~2.7!–~2.10a! then describe the random walk
of an ion channel protein in that part of its state space which

corresponds to closed channel states.68 It enters that part at
R 0 , and stays there until it leaves the shell by crossing the
boundary at R 0 again. R 1 corresponds to the size of the full
state space, and the relative size of the state space corresponding to the open state is given by (R 0 /R 1 ) d , d being the
state space dimension. Using an outer boundary condition
~2.10b! instead of the reflective condition ~2.10a! would correspond to a situation where the shell corresponding to
closed states is again surrounded by the remaining state
space corresponding to open states again. This is not a likely
situation here, but would be relevant if a larger number of
different macroscopic states were involved.
The conditional probability of observing a channel in the
closed state at time t, given that it switched to the closed
state at t50, is the probability of finding the random walk at
all in the closed states shell at time t, under initial condition
~2.7!. This is identical to our observable N(t), which was the
ligand concentration in the shell in the ligand migration interpretation of the model. As noted above, the observable
usually reported in measurements of ion channel fluctuations
is the distribution of closing times. Since at time t the proteins that have a dwell time t.t contribute to N(t), this
quantity is connected to the distribution of dwell times
P closed~t! via
N~ t !5

E

t

`

d t P closed~ t ! ,

~6.1!

the closed-state time distribution is given by
P closed~ t ! 52

d
N~ t !.
dt

~6.2!

A number of recent studies62,66,69–74 undertake to explain
the t 23/2 closed-state time distribution observed in many ion
channel proteins. In those studies mainly one-dimensional
models were considered. Läuger’s microscopic defect diffusion model62 and Doster et al.’s percolation model73 are notable exceptions. However, the latter authors assume that the
random walk is restricted to the largest cluster of a bond
percolation system, and the nature of the state space partitioning remains very unclear in their work.
In all of these models a discrete configuration space was
employed. Although such an approach may give results different from our continuous model if a small number of states
are involved, the results will be qualitatively equivalent for a
large number of states. Incidentally, the latter case is just the
limit for which the t 23/2 distribution is obtained in those
models.66,62
Few-state-models, on the other hand, employed usually
for an analysis of ion channel experiments,75,76,77 are motivated mainly by multiexponential fits to data.78 It is wellknown, that few-state models are able to reproduce quite
complicated behavior,76 provided the number of parameters
is large enough, see also the discussion in Refs. 79, 80, 81.
However, such models do not provide any insight into ion
channel fluctuations, since they are not based on an understanding of microscopic protein dynamics. Our approach, on
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the other hand, provides a route for systematically investigating effects of state space dimensionality, which is not possible in few-state models.
In light of our results in Sec. IV, i.e., the N(t)}t 21/2
behavior for wide parameter regimes, and the connection of
N(t) and P closed(t) via Eq. ~6.2!, it is no surprise that onedimensional models reproduce the t 23/2 closed-time distribution. Any description that models the patch of closed states in
configuration space as a one-dimensional interval will exhibit this behavior.
However, our results for general dimensions raises the
caveat that one should not take this finding as a proof for the
one-dimensional structure of the effective ion channel state
space. Models employing higher-dimensional state spaces
also arrive at the same closed-time distribution for a wide
range of parameter values. The particular properties of the
actual protein configuration space will be reflected only in
deviations from the algebraic behavior, the plateau regime
being one important signature for that. We note, in closing,
that the ‘‘tether-ball’’ model,82 advocated recently—on the
basis of site-directed mutagenesis experiments—for the inactivation of certain ion channels,83,84 belongs to the class of
models that exhibit a state space with a dimension d.1.
VII. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION

We have shown that the appearance of a t 21/2 regime for
the unreacted fraction N(t) in a reaction–diffusion process
described in Eqs. ~2.7!–~2.10! is quite robust and independent of the space dimensionality of the process. It will appear
whenever there exists a diffusion region of shell-like structure of sufficient width, controlled by an inner reactive
boundary condition. Due to the independence of space dimension, one can conclude that the detailed form of the outer
boundary is irrelevant for the appearance of the algebraic
regime. The insensitivity of these results to space dimension
provides also a posteriori support for our modeling the
ligand diffusion process as isotropic. Clearly, the protein matrix itself is far from isotropic, but it is important to note that
there exist universal results for the time-dependence of the
decay of N(t) which are independent of even relatively gross
features of the model.
We saw in Sec. III that for an absorbing inner boundary
and no outer boundary, N(t) shows a t 21/2 decay in one
dimension. In two dimensions the decay of N(t) is logarithmic, while in higher dimensions N~`! assumes a nonzero
value, the Polya limit. Nevertheless, the final decay to that
limit is algebraic, with an exponent ~d22!/2. Incidentally,
that exponent is again 1/2 in three dimensions. However, in
the geometry discussed in the preceding paragraph, absorption in the boundary layer—effectively a 1d situation—
dominates the algebraic part of the overall decay of N(t).
Numerical support of this claim was given in Sec. IV B, for
dimensions one through eight inclusive. An analytical proof,
along with an analysis of the conditions under which the
result breaks down, was given in Sec. IV C.
Therefore, the existence of an algebraic t 21/2 regime in
the decay of the ligand fraction N(t) in ligand migration and
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rebinding experiments is by no means conclusive evidence
for a 1d process taking place. On the contrary, such an algebraic decay gives no information on the space dimensionality
of the process, as we have shown.
However, there is a clear experimental signature which
differentiates between one-dimensional diffusion and an effectively higher-dimensional process; we have demonstrated
that the observation of a plateau in a log–log plot of N(t) vs
t following the algebraic decay regime indicates that the diffusion path of the ligand is effectively higher-dimensional.
Its existence is controlled mainly by the effective dimensionality of the diffusion shell, i.e., the parameters d and X, see
Sec. IV D. We note that plateaulike regimes in N(t) have
already been observed, but have been attributed partly to
escape into the solvent ~processes III and IV of Austin et al.,1
see also Refs. 85, 86!. Our results indicate that these regimes
could also be a signature of the three-dimensionality of the
ligand migration process.
The existence of the plateau in dimensions three and
higher can be directly related to Polya’s result of nonreturn
of an unbiased random walker to the origin in dimensions
three and higher. An analysis of this claim was presented in
Secs. IV C, IV D, and V. In two dimensions the plateau, or in
this case ‘‘pseudo-plateau,’’ is attributable to the marginal
logarithmic decay of probability in two dimensions.
Our model and results can also be used to analyze the
closing time distribution in ion channel fluctuations, as described briefly in Sec. VI. A full treatment of this topic will
be the subject of a separate paper.
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